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Rethinking
Construction
Alumasc fully embraces the
philosophies and recommendations
contained in Sir John Egan’s report
Rethinking Construction, with 
collaboration and support from an
early stage within a project.

Alumasc Integrated Systems provide
a value-engineered approach with
quality and efficiency being the
driving forces in delivering a risk-
free and zero-defect building
envelope and drainage solution for
both new build and refurbishment.

The Alumasc Offer
Alumasc offers a fully integrated
and managed service-based package
through three key areas of project
support, ensuring that the selected
Alumasc products and systems
integrate seamlessly into a total
building exteriors solution.

Metal Roofing Systems

Standing Seam Metal Roofing Systems
Armaseam
Introduction

Contents
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Metal Roofing Systems

Standing Seam Metal Roofing Systems
is one of four elements which make up
the ‘Metal Roofing Systems’ product
offer from Alumasc.

The four elements are:

■ Armaseam Standing Seam Metal
Roofing Systems

■ Metal Eaves & Drainage Systems

■ Alumasc FTP Flat to Pitched Roof
System

■ Insulated Gutter Systems

Each element can be specified and
detailed individually, but can more
effectively form part of a unique
package covering water collection on
the roof and its safe disposal to ground
level.
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Alumasc Integrated
Systems
Alumasc recognises that every building
is a synthesis of complementary
products and services. Through a core
‘Integrated Systems’ concept, Alumasc
provides a total solution to all aspects
of building exteriors and drainage -
bringing together technical solutions
and support, price control,
procurement, installation, warranties
and after sales support.

Alumasc offers a comprehensive menu
of building exterior and drainage
solutions reflected by the following
application categories:

■ Architectural Rainwater Systems

■ Engineered Drainage Systems

■ Flat Roofing & Waterproofing Systems

■ Metal Roofing Systems

■ Façade Systems

The Alumasc Integrated Systems
concept is project-centred and holistic.
Alumasc technical support teams work
closely with specifiers on a project
basis. An integrated exteriors and
drainage solution is developed, based
around complementary Alumasc
products and systems most suited to
the project in question. The ensuing
specification embraces all aspects of
the building envelope in a way that
protects the architect’s design and
results in the best overall product mix
for the job in respect of design and
performance.
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Armaseam in aluminium with PVDF silver metallic coating, Smaralind Shopping Mall, Reykjavik
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Alumasc Armaseam is a standing seam metal roofing system based on the tried

and tested principle of zip-up roofing. 

It is maintenance free, totally weatherproof with no penetrative fixings, and will

provide outstanding performance for the life of the building.

Armaseam panels are roll formed from continuous strip coil to

any required length, and then mechanically seamed

together onto secret-fixed clips. The result is

an integral roof covering that has no

joints or end laps and makes

rainwater penetration

virtually

impossible.
Armaseam panels are available in
standard widths of 300mm and 400mm,
and can be supplied in different metal
gauges to suit load spans and site
conditions. Seam height is standard at
65mm.

Armaseam panels are fixed onto special
halters or fixing clips. These may be in
a variety of materials, but each clip
incorporates a thermal barrier to
reduce cold bridging. The clips are
typically fixed along each line of
purlins, or may be fixed to the crowns
of structural metal decking.

Alumasc Armaseam roofing is held in place
on the roof by special clips or halters that
are secured to the main structure. The
panels are snap-laid onto the clips and then
seamed together by means of a special hand
operated seaming tool.

Once the fixing clip set-out is
complete, the Armaseam panels are
laid. Each panel engages with its
neighbour, and the top seam is
mechanically sealed, or ‘zipped’, using
a special seaming tool to create a
completely weathertight skin.

Aesthetic appeal is assured by the
choice of two panel widths, production
in a variety of materials, and a wide
range of finishes and applied colours.
Curved roof panels can also be formed.

Based on proven technology, thousands
of square metres of Armaseam roofing
have been installed successfully
throughout the UK and overseas.
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Alumasc Armaseam is an extremely versatile, high performance

standing seam roofing system that forms a completely weathertight

skin and offers significant benefits:

■ No holes or penetrative fixings

■ No joints or laps

■ Suitable for low pitch – down to 1.5 degrees

■ Can be fixed vertically

■ Choice of materials and finishes

■ Virtually maintenance free

■ Panels can be curved

■ System is watertight but not airtight and allows breathability

■ No reliance on mastics or sealants

■ Secretly fixed halters avoid expansion problems

■ BBA Approved - Certificate Number 04/4090

■ Fully compliant with Building Regulations Document L2

■ Acoustic performance – sound reduction or absorption

■ Fire performance rated at AA to BS 476: Part 3

■ On-site manufacture

■ Unique system warranty 

BRITISH
BOARD OF
AGREMENT

CERTIFICATE No 04/4090
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Armaseam panels are manufactured in
a choice of 300 and 400mm widths,
with a standard 65mm seam height.

Alumasc Armaseam roofing is extremely
flexible in application. The rigid profile
design gives each panel span capability.
Consequently, continuous support – a
feature of more traditional longstrip
style roofs – is not required.

The Armaseam system does not rely on
mastics or sealants to ensure weather-
tightness. However, the closed seam
does permit any moisture trapped
within the construction to vent through
to the outside atmosphere, effectively
allowing the system to breathe. A
capillary groove rolled into the lap of
the panel prevents moisture being
drawn through the seam.

System Components
The Armaseam panel is complemented
by a range of special components and
accessories which are designed to
maximise the performance of the panel
system and facilitate its installation.

All components and fasteners are non-
ferrous to reduce corrosion risk and
increase life expectancy.

For Armaseam in aluminium, zinc and
stainless steel, standard fixing clips are
supplied in aluminium. The Armaseam
panel in copper is installed using a
fibreglass clip which eliminates the risk
of bi-metallic reaction – brass clips are
also available.

For full details on all system
components, consult the  Armaseam
Technical Manual, or Alumasc Technical
Services.
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Thermal movement
The Armaseam system is designed to
permit the thermal movement of
panels which will occur, especially on
larger roofs. Aluminium panels, for
example, will typically expand by 1mm
per metre of roof panel. The colour
and finish of the roof may cause this
figure to vary, with dark colours
attaining higher temperatures.
However, the panel movement is
accommodated by the panel sliding
over the head of the fixing clip.

The thermal movement is controlled by
the introduction of a ‘fixed point’ in
the system where the Armaseam panel
is rivetted or bolted to the fixing clip.
This would normally be at the ridge,
allowing movement in each direction to
the eaves. In some cases the roof
design may suggest that the fixed point
be set elsewhere, for example, where
there is a penetration through the roof.
In this situation, thermal movement
may be allowed to occur in two
directions away from the fixed point –
see the diagrams on the right.

Curves
To allow the architect additional design
opportunities, Armaseam panels can be
curved. Both convex and concave forms
can be created, or a combination of
the two.

All Armaseam panels have some natural
curvature which varies according to the
gauge of material chosen and the metal
itself. For example, in the case of
aluminium:

Gauge Minimum radius
Convex Concave

0.8mm 36 metre 40 metre

0.9mm 40 metre 45 metre

1.2mm 45 metre 50 metre

The natural curving ability of each
panel can be developed using
machinery, with variations again
according to the type of metal and
gauge. Contact Alumasc Technical
Services for details.

All Armaseam panels can be crimp
curved in convex form down to a 1.5m
radius.

Fixed point

Fixed point

Fixed point

Movement

Movement

Movement

Movement

Movement

Straight length

Curved roof

Rooflights

The positioning of fixed points

Naturally curved Armaseam panels at Priory Park, Hull

Armaseam panels crimp curved to 750mm radius
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Insulation
Armaseam roofs can be insulated to
satisfy project requirement and
Document L2. The new guidelines laid
down by the BRE are designed to
improve the thermal performance of all
buildings, with a minimum standard U-
value laid down. By working closely
with supply partners and specialist
consultants, Alumasc have modelled
workable solutions for the Armaseam
roof itself, and perimeter details. 

The thermal efficiency of the
construction can be calculated by
computer modelling and demonstrated
by physical or ‘hot box’ testing.

The adjacent computer image shows
how heat is dissipated by an aluminium
fixing clip in its typical position within
the panel seam.

For further information on U-values
contact Alumasc Technical Services.

Natural venting

Warm room air

Super-cooling moist air

The typical Armaseam roof
incorporates mineral wool insulation
between a metal liner and the
Armaseam panel, to produce a
sandwich construction. Connection of
the outer panel back to structure is via
a fixing clip and spacer bar assembly,
or by extended fixing clips (as shown). 

Heat loss through the system can be
controlled by using thermal breaks to
eliminate metal to metal contact
within the roof construction. The level
of insulation will determine the overall
U-value of the system.
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Vapour control
Alumasc recommend the incorporation
of a vapour control membrane within
the Armaseam roof build-up to restrict
the movement of water vapour from
inside the building into the
construction. This membrane should
always be installed on the warm side of
the insulation layer. Particular
attention should be given to detailing
at the perimeter and around
penetrations to ensure vapour-tightness
is maintained.

Acoustics
The Armaseam roof system can be
tailored to satisfy acoustic design
requirements.

To improve the sound resistance of
the roof, rigid mineral insulation slab
or board is used to provide additional
mass.

Perforated liner profiles used in
conjunction with slab insulation
assist in reducing echo or
reverberation within the building. 

Installation of vapour membrane and halters, Schipol Airport, Amsterdam
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Armaseam in mill finish aluminium is

offered in either plain or stucco

embossed form. Newly produced, the

metal has a very bright appearance.

However, exposure to the atmosphere

quickly encourages an oxide patina to

form which protects the metal from

longer term attack. The fully

developed patina colours to a matt

grey finish which requires no

decoration and little long term

maintenance.

Aluminium is the most abundant metal
in the earth’s crust. It has been used
for decades as a building material and
its lightness and strength make it a
perfect choice for roofing.

Armaseam is manufactured from
aluminum coil in alloys from the 3000
series. These typically contain over 90%
aluminium, but also significant
percentages of manganese and
magnesium. The resultant metal is
formable, strong and corrosion
resistant.

Aluminium can be fully re-cycled, and
at a much lower cost than primary
production from bauxite. However,
world demand for the metal means
that mill supply can only include some

A testament to the longevity of aluminium – Eros, Piccadilly Circus

Smelting scrap aluminium

Final coil quality inspection, Hydro Aluminium

Armaseam panels in mill finish aluminium, Salt Ayre Leisure Centre, Lancaster

recycled material. In years to come, an
aluminium Armaseam roof will provide
additional benefit to the building
owner from its high residual scrap
value.
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Paint Finishes
Painting aluminium may increase the
life expectancy of the Armaseam
panel, but will also ensure continuity
of colour across the roof.

Alumasc use recognised international
suppliers of pre-painted aluminium
strip, which is then profiled into the
required Armaseam panel. For
quantities of 500 square metres or
more, Armaseam can be offered in any
colour in PVDF or ARS coatings. Smaller
quantities may be available from stock
or by special arrangement.

Alternatively, Armaseam panels can be
offered in polyester powder finish. This
more costly method is used to colour coat Aluminium coil coating paint line

Armaseam in aluminium with PVDF coating on canopies at Trafford Centre, Manchester 

Welding
The fact that aluminium can be readily
welded even in thin gauges, allows
Armaseam panels to be detailed in a
variety of ways.

panels once they have been formed.
There is a limitation on panel length,
but not on quantity, and even single
panels can be powder coated to a
required colour.
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Copper is a natural material that has
been used for centuries to clad building
exteriors. With a virtually indefinite
design life, it is extremely durable and
resistant to corrosion even in
aggressive environmental conditions. 

Alumasc Armaseam panels in copper
are manufactured to the same
dimensions as Armaseam aluminium - in
widths of 300 and 400mm. The copper
used is C106 alloy, accurately tempered
to produce high strength coil strip ideal
for rollforming. 

Copper requires no decoration,
maintenance or cleaning and is
dimensionally stable over time.

Newly produced copper has a bright
reflective appearance. Exposed to the

The traditional methods of constructing

‘hard’ metal roofing with fully

supporting timber decking and labour

intensive detailing remain in use today.

However, this form of metal roofing

often appears expensive when

compared with modern materials and

systems.

Modern manufacturing techniques now

enable Alumasc to produce roof panels

that do not require full under panel

support or complex detailing. With

Armaseam, it is possible to achieve a

high performance, fully weathertight

metal roof of attractive appearance

extremely cost effectively. Alumasc

Armaseam roof panels can be produced

in copper, zinc and stainless steel.

elements, this bright finish quickly
weathers to an attractive chestnut
brown, which eventually develops
into the familiar green patina that
characterises the metal. This patina
will reform if damaged, ensuring
great durability.

To maximise specifier choice, Alumasc
can supply Armaseam copper panels
in different finishes, including pre-
treatments that replicate weathering:

Armaseam panels in copper, Sports Hall, Port Regis School, Dorset

Armaseam panels in copper, crimp curved, Pavilion at Wadhurst, Kent

■ Mill Finish Copper that weathers
naturally 

■ Chestnut Brown created by a
combination of chemical and
thermal treatments – final green
patination occurs over time,
depending on location and climatic
conditions

■ Nordic Green providing an instantly
aged copper roof – this special
chemical treatment accelerates the
rate of oxidisation
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Zinc is a naturally self-protecting non-
ferrous metal. Newly rolled it has a
bright metallic appearance, which over
times develops an attractive light grey
patina. It does not rust and has an
exceptional resistance to corrosion.
Zinc also has excellent creep
resistance, permitting roofs to be laid
over large areas and in conditions of
high temperature change. It can be
readily shaped and worked, and so
lends itself perfectly to the
manufacture of Armaseam panels.

Armaseam zinc panels can be supplied
with a natural bright finish, or
chemically treated to replicate a
natural patina in two options - light
grey ‘quartz zinc’, or slate grey
‘anthra zinc’.

Zinc is a soft metal that lacks the span
capability of harder metals. Armaseam
zinc panels therefore require some
form of support during installation,
usually in the form of semi-rigid
insulation. Please contact Alumasc
Technical Services for advice on
detailing. 

Zinc is especially vulnerable to attack
from condensation which might form on
the underside of the Armaseam panel.
The panel should either be laid on a
ventilating layer, such as polypropylene
‘delta’ blanket, or treated with a
polyurethane coating to prevent attack
from occurring.

Curved Armaseam panels in quartz-weathered zinc, Clapham, London

Armaseam panels in quartz weathered zinc, Gresham Street, City of London

Zinc Armaseam panels in a wall application, St Catherine’s, Dublin
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Stainless steel offers a combination of
aesthetic and practical benefits. It is
visually striking - reflecting light and
surrounding colour - non-corroding, and
fire resistant.

Armaseam in stainless steel is
manufactured from 304 and 316 grade
steel, the latter being ideal for
aggressive industrial or marine
applications. Whatever the grade, the
material is available in a variety of
finishes. Please contact Alumasc for
details.

Stainless steel Armaseam panels can be
installed onto aluminium fixing clips,
but for extended life expectancy,
special stainless steel clips are
available.

To ensure complete watertightness, or
create features, Armaseam panels in
stainless steel can be welded to the
same detail as aluminium panels.

Crimp curved
Armaseam in
stainless steel,
Holmes Place
Leisure Club,
Maidenhead

Armaseam 300/65 panel in 2F low
reflective finish stainless steel

Armaseam in stainless steel, The Point, Paddington
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Rooflights in Armaseam roof, Smaralind Shopping Mall, Reykjavik
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The excellent span capability of
Armaseam means that panels can be
installed in an unsupported or ‘single
skin’ form to create an open canopy,
or an over-roof, perhaps as part of the
Alumasc FTP ‘flat to pitched’ system.
Panels may be straight or curved.

Curved Armaseam panel

Fixing clip

Structural support

Along with a choice of materials and
finishes, Armaseam offers a wide
choice of roofing system options.

Single skin

Armaseam panel with anti-condensation membrane on Alumasc FTP system

Armaseam sample panel with anti-drumming mat

In the case of an over-roof where
ventilation may be limited and the
risk of condensation is increased, the
application of an anti-condensation
membrane to the underside of the
Armaseam panel may be considered.
This is a factory-applied self adhesive
blanket which can absorb large
amounts of condensate and hold it
until the humidity level changes and
the blanket dries out. The roof void
therefore remains free of the threat of
dripping condensate and the problems
associated with it.

With insulated double skin constructions,
the timpanic effect of rain drumming on
metal can largely be controlled by
compressing the Armaseam panel onto
an insulation layer. However, with single
skin constructions alternative methods
of control must be used. The application
of an anti-drumming mat onto the
underside of the Armaseam panel assists
by dulling the noise from rain or hail.
The blanket may be of fire-retardent
foam or bitumen-based and is factory
applied to reduce installation time on
site. Alumasc’s technical team are able
to advise on the material appropriate
for each project.
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Armaseam panel

Mineral wool insulation

Fixing clip

Vapour control layer

Metal liner sheet

Purlin

Main structural steel

Armaseam panel

Mineral wool insulation

Fixing clip

Lightweight metal support
rail and brackets

Vapour control layer

Metal liner sheet

Purlin

Main structural steel

Over purlin with profiled liner

Double skin with spacer section

Double skin
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Double skin with structural deck

Armaseam panel

Mineral wool insulation

Armaseam halter

Vapour control layer

Top-hat sub purlin

Semi-rigid mineral wool

Perforated metal liner sheet

Purlin

Double skin with perforated liner sheet

Armaseam panel

Mineral wool insulation

Armaseam halter

Vapour control layer

Structural metal decking

Main structural steel

The addition of a perforated liner
profile and semi-rigid mineral wool
insulation improves the acoustic
absorbency of the underside of the
Armaseam roof. Panels can be fully
perforated, ‘web’ perforated or ‘pan’
perforated.

As an option to liner panels on steel
purlins, profiled metal decks can be
used, spanning the main roof trusses.

Again in conjunction with specialist
suppliers, Alumasc can offer a wide
range of structural decks. 
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Armaseam panel on D200 decking profile,
at White Horse Leisure Centre, Abingdon
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Armaseam panel with perforated 150mm structural tray

Armaseam panel

Mineral wool insulation

Fixing clip

Top-hat sub purlin

Mineral wool insulation 
in trays

Structural tray

Main structural steelwork

As an option to steel purlins, structural
trays can be used, spanning the main
roof trusses.

The use of trays provides a flat soffit
appearance internally, which can be
perforated for acoustic performance.

Double skin with structural tray
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Alumasc Armaseam is supported by a
comprehensive technical package to
take the client from the first pencil
sketch to the last rivet installed on
site.

Our in-house team of CAD technicians
and draughtsmen are available to
advise on all aspects of the roof
construction.

‘Standard details’ for typical situations
are available in loose leaf form, or on
disc.

Special details relating to a particular
project are produced in consultation
with the architect and thus form part
of the ‘manufacturers recommended
details’, to be followed as the roof is
installed.

Trained personnel from Alumasc visit
site to ensure that installation has been
carried out in accordance with design
expectations, and good practice.

The Alumasc Offer
Alumasc offers a fully integrated and
managed service-based package
through three key areas of project
support, ensuring that the selected
Alumasc products and systems
integrate seamlessly into a total
building exteriors solution.

Alumasc A-TECH Design: ensures that
the product and choice of systems will
reflect the designer’s intentions. Their
expertise embraces design advice,
specification development, including
NBS, CAD details, and specialised
calculations.

Alumasc A-TEAM Armaseam Approved
Contractors: ensure co-ordinated
installation of the total structural
waterproofing package. Alumasc A-Team
Armaseam Approved Contractors are
fully trained and accredited installers
with specialist knowledge of all the
different facets of the Armaseam
system. These contractors are monitored
on site by Alumasc to ensure that all
aspects of work are completed without
technical or programming conflicts at
the interface with other building
elements.

Alumasc A-SURE Warranties: after the
completion of a project, a range of
warranty options covering the
Armaseam installation can be offered
to provide long term assurance and
peace of mind.
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To complement the Armaseam panel
system and complete the roofing
package, Alumasc are able to offer a
range of fittings and accessories.

Rooflights
Rooflights can be readily incorporated
into the Armaseam system:

■ ‘Barrel vault’ lights in a choice of
PVC, GRP or polycarbonate –
installed onto a standard Armaseam
verge arrangement, with internal
closure flashings to suit – typically a
multiple of the panel width, up to
2400mm wide

■ ‘Lay in’ lights in GRP or PVC -
produced to the same profile as
Armaseam metal panels, and set
in-plane on the roof

■ ‘Dome type’ lights in a choice of
PVC, GRP or polycarbonate –
installed onto a pre-fabricated
soaker, normally site welded to
guarantee watertightness –
theoretically no limit to size or
shape

■ ‘Patent glazing’ – installed onto
specific structural framing, usually
abutting Armaseam roof – junction
detail to be agreed with glazing
supplier and Alumasc

Lay in rooflight 

Patent glazing in Armaseam roof

Safety Line Systems
Alumasc have worked closely with
leading manufacturers and installers of
man-safe cable systems to offer the
client ‘tried and tested’ solutions.
These cable systems are recommended
where access onto the roof for cleaning
or maintenance, however infrequent, is
envisaged. Special clamp brackets are
secured to the ribs of the completed
Armaseam roof, which in turn hold the
tensioned safety line. A fixing regime
and cable route is usually proposed by
the specialist installer, following
consultation with the client and
Alumasc.

GRP Barrel vault rooflight
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Walkways
Regular access over the
Armaseam roof for maintenance
and cleaning may necessitate
the use of a permanent
walkway system (in accordance
with BS 6399 and BS 5427). The
walkway is normally fabricated
from aluminium or stainless
steel, and retro-fixed to the
finished Armaseam roof, using
special seam clips.

Walkways can be supplied with
integral handrails, or in
conjunction with a safety line
system.

Aluminium walkway with handrail by
Neaco fitted to Armaseam roof

Welding
Special site welding techniques mean
that penetrations through the
Armaseam roof can be rendered
watertight without reliance on mastics
or sealants.

Site Manufacture
To allow the production on site of
Armaseam panels up to any length,
Alumasc have developed state-of-the-
art mobile rollforming equipment.

Each of the mobile machines is built
inside a modified shipping container,
suitable for transport around the UK
and mainland Europe by specialist
‘multi-lift’ vehicles.

The manufacturing process is identical
between site and workshop, ensuring
the high quality of panel production is
maintained at all times.

Site manufacture eliminates the high
costs associated with packaging and
transporting long panels and allows the
installation of very long roof panels,
even on restricted city centre sites
where access would normally be a
problem.

The container, above, contains the
mobile rollforming equipment

An Armaseam panel emerging from the
rollforming process, right



Flat Roofing & Waterproofing Systems

Façade Systems

Metal Roofing Systems

Engineered Drainage Systems

Architectural Rainwater Systems

Alumasc is now firmly established as one of 

the leading manufacturers of premium building

and construction products. A unique heritage

combined with vast experience and craftsmanship

derived from all corners of the industry, gives the

platform to provide specifiers with one of the

most diverse product portfolios available on the

market. Highly regarded throughout the UK and

Europe, a number of Alumasc brands are now

established as world leaders in their field.

Alumasc has a firm commitment to customer

service and operational excellence. This together

with the company’s combined experience ensures

that Alumasc understands individual needs,

providing a first class service from initial design

through to completion and beyond. 

Head Office

Alumasc Exterior Building Products Ltd

White House Works, Bold Road, Sutton,

St Helens, Merseyside WA9 4JG

Tel: +44 (0)1744 648400

Fax: +44 (0)1744 648401

Email: info@alumasc-exteriors.co.uk

www.alumasc-exteriors.co.uk

All reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this manual, all information, recommendations and
guidance notes on the use of The Products are made without guarantee since the conditions of use are beyond
the control of Alumasc Exterior Building Products Limited (The Company). The customer is responsible for
ensuring that each product is fit for its intended purpose and that conditions for use are suitable.

The information contained in this brochure and advice arising therefrom is free of charge and accordingly on
the terms that no liability nor liability for negligence will attach to The Company or its servants in relation to
any such service arising out of or in connection with this brochure.

The Company pursues a policy of constant product development and information contained in this 
publication is therefore subject to change without notice.
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